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Abstract—It has been recently discovered that heavy-tailed
file completion time can result from protocol interaction even
when file sizes are light-tailed. A key to this phenomenon is
the RESTART feature where if a file transfer is interrupted
before it is completed, the transfer needs to restart from the
beginning. In this paper, we show that independent or bounded
fragmentation guarantees light-tailed file completion time as long
as the file size is light-tailed, i.e., in this case, heavy-tailed file
completion time can only originate from heavy-tailed file sizes.
If the file size is heavy-tailed, then the file completion time is
necessarily heavy-tailed. For this case, we show that when the
file size distribution is regularly varying, then under independent
or bounded fragmentation, the completion time tail distribution
function is asymptotically upper bounded by that of the original
file size stretched by a constant factor. We then prove that if the
failure distribution has non-decreasing failure rate, the expected
completion time is minimized by dividing the file into equal sized
fragments; this optimal fragment size is unique but depends on
the file size. We also present a simple blind fragmentation policy
where the fragment sizes are constant and independent of the
file size and prove that it is asymptotically optimal. Finally, we
bound the error in expected completion time due to error in
modeling of the failure process.
I. MOTIVATION AND SUMMARY
It has been recently discovered that heavy-tailed job comple-
tion time can result from protocol interaction even when the
job size is light-tailed, provided its distribution has infinite
support [1]–[4]. Indeed, the completion time can be heavy-
tailed even when the job size has a tail that decays expo-
nentially or superexponentially. A key to this phenomenon
is the RESTART feature where if a job is interrupted in
the middle of its processing, the entire job needs to restart
from the beginning, i.e., the work that is partially completed
is lost. This can model, e.g., a packet that is corrupted by
bit errors needs to be retransmitted. This effect has been
shown to be robust to several schemes aimed at alleviating
it. The fragmentation scheme of [5], which uses the sizes of
the previous k + m server availability periods, lightens the
completion time tail by adding k additional moments, but the
resulting tail is still heavy. Multipath is explored in [6] to
mitigate power-law completion time. It is shown there that
redundant routing, where the entire file is sent along multiple
paths and the completion time is the time when the first copy
arrives at the destination correctly, preserves the power law.
Split routing, where disjoint fragments of the file are sent along
multiple paths and the completion time is the time when the
last fragment arrives, also retains a power-law completion time
though the tail can be lightened with a larger index.
In this paper, we show that the heavy-tailed completion
times can actually be quite fragile and are removed by a large
class of fragmentation schemes. In particular, we consider a
model for file transfer over an unreliable channel and propose
fragmentation policies that guarantee light-tailed completion
time for light-tailed file sizes. In the models of [1]–[4], heavy-
tailed completion time seems to arise from repeated compari-
son of a sequence of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.)
random variables (availability periods) with the same random
variable (original job size) that has an infinite support. This
motivates fragmentation policies that avoid this character. Our
goal is to exhibit two classes of such policies, analyze the
tail distribution of the completion times under these policies,
and study the optimal policy that minimizes the expected
completion time.
Specifically, we consider policies that partition files into
fragments with independent, or bounded sizes; note that packet
sizes are naturally bounded by network hardware. We show
that these policies produce a light-tailed completion time as
long as the original file size is light-tailed, i.e., in this case,
a heavy-tailed file completion time can only originate from a
heavy-tailed file size (Section III). If the file size is heavy-
tailed, then the file completion time is necessarily heavy-
tailed. In this case, we show that if the file size distribution
is regularly varying, then under independent or bounded
fragmentation, the completion time tail distribution function is
asymptotically upper bounded by that of the original file size
stretched by a constant factor. This means that in the degree
sense, the completion time distribution is only as heavy-tailed
as the job size distribution. This naturally raises the question
of optimal fragmentation that minimizes the expected job
completion time. We prove that if the failure distribution has
non-decreasing failure rate, it is optimal to divide the file into
equal sized fragments, whose size depends on the file size
(Section IV-A). We also present a simple blind fragmentation
policy where the fragment size is constant and independent of
the file size and prove that its expected file completion time is
asymptotically optimal (Section IV-B). The optimal policy as
well as the suboptimal blind policy create bounded fragments,
and therefore produce desirable completion time tail behavior,
as described above (Section IV-C). Finally, we present simple
bounds on the error in expected completion time when there
is error in modeling the failure process (Section V).
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II. MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
A. Model
Consider a file with a possibly random size L > 0. The
file is fragmented into packets which are then sent over
an unreliable channel with unit transmission rate. A packet
contains a fragment of the file and a fixed-sized overhead
(header, trailer). The larger the packet size, the more likely
the transmission is to fail. This will be the case, e.g., if the
channel randomly introduces independent bit errors so a packet
with more bits has a higher probability of being corrupted
and needing a retransmission; see [7, p. 132] for such a
failure model for satellite and terrestrial communications.
More generally, for the nth transmission attempt, let xn + φ
be the packet size, where xn is the size of the file fragment
and φ is the constant overhead. All sizes are measured in
terms of the transmission time over the channel with unit
rate. Let (An, n = 1, 2, . . . ) be i.i.d. non-negative random
variables with common distribution F and independent of L,
with P (A1 > φ) > 0. The nth transmission attempt will be
successful if and only if An ≥ xn + φ.
To formulate the problem precisely, we abuse notation and
use x = (xn, n = 1, 2, . . . ) to denote both the control
(fragmentation) policy and the fragment sizes under the policy,
depending on the context. Let the state ln := lxn be the
remaining file size just after the start of the nth transmission
under control policy x. Then the state ln evolves according to,
ln+1 = ln − xn 1(An ≥ xn + φ), n = 1, 2, . . . (1)
l1 = L (2)
where 1(z) = 1 if z is true and 0 otherwise. We implic-
itly restrict ourselves to admissible policies x under which
0 ≤ xn ≤ ln for all n. We emphasize that the state sequence
(ln, n ≥ 1) depends on the control policy x = (xn, n ≥ 1)
though this is not explicit in the notation. The time between
the nth and the n+1st submission is the cost at the nth stage
and is given by:
τn := (xn + φ) 1(ln > 0) (3)
Clearly, the transmission time sequence (τn, n ≥ 1) also
depends on the control x. Let T (L) be the file completion
time under control x as a function of the initial file size L;
T (L) := T x(L) :=
∑
n≥1
τn. (4)
In summary, our file fragmentation model is specified by (1)–
(4) with the i.i.d. random sequence (An, n ≥ 1). In subsequent
sections, we will study the impact of the choice of the fragment
sizes (xn, n = 1, 2, . . . ) on the file completion time.
Our model is an adaptation of the model in [1]–[4] where
a server alternates between availability periods and unavail-
ability periods. There, the server availability periods have
durations (An, n ≥ 1) that are i.i.d. random variables. The
unavailability periods have durations (Un, n ≥ 1) that are i.i.d.
and independent of (An, n ≥ 1). Without fragmentation, the
entire file is submitted at the beginning of each availability
period until it completes successfully, xn = L for all n. Our
model here has Un = 0; furthermore, the one-stage cost is
xn +φ in our case but An (before successful transmission) in
theirs. This models the case where the sender is informed of
the failure only after the entire packet has been sent. These
differences do not qualitatively change our conclusions (see
a parallel set of results in [8] for a job fragmentation model
that is closer to the model in [1]–[4] and the models in the
checkpointing literature reviewed in Section VI).
B. Notation and preliminaries
Throughout this paper, lim denotes the limit superior, lim
the limit inferior and E [·] the expectation. For any functions
γ(t) and λ(t),
1) γ(t) ∼ λ(t) means limt→∞ γ(t)/λ(t) = 1,
2) γ(t)  λ(t) means limt→∞ γ(t)/λ(t) ≤ 1,
3) γ(t) = o(λ(t)) means limt→∞ γ(t)/λ(t) = 0.
Consider non-negative random variables X,Y . We will use
the notation X ≤a.s. Y to mean X ≤ Y almost surely. The
notation X ≤st Y means X is stochastically dominated by Y ,
i.e., P (X > t) ≤ P (Y > t) for all t ≥ 0. It is easy to see
that X ≤a.s. Y implies X ≤st Y .
Lemma 1. If random variables A,B,C satisfy A ≤st B ≤st
C, and P (A > x) ∼ P (C > x), then
P (A > x) ∼ P (B > x) ∼ P (C > x) .
The elementary proof is omitted. Let G(x) = P (X ≤ x)
denote the distribution function (df) of non-negative random
variable X and G(x) := 1−G(x) denote its tail df.
Definition 1. The df G (or the random variable X) is said to
be heavy-tailed (HT) if limx→∞ eθxG(x) = ∞ for all θ > 0.
The df G (or the random variable X) is said to be light-
tailed (LT) if it is not HT, i.e., if there exists a θ > 0 such that
limx→∞ eθxG(x) = 0.
Intuitively, a distribution is HT if its tail df is (asymp-
totically) heavier than that of any exponential distribution.
Conversely, a distribution is LT if its tail df is (asymptotically)
dominated by that of some exponential distribution. The fol-
lowing lemma describes some closure properties of the class
of LT distributions we will use in this paper.
Lemma 2. [Closure properties of LT distributions]
1) Let X,Y be non-negative random variables satisfying
X ≤st Y . If Y is LT, then X is LT.
2) Let X,Y be non-negative random variables. If X,Y are
LT, then X + Y is LT.
3) Let (Xi, i ≥ 1) be a sequence of non-negative i.i.d. LT
random variables, and N be an integer random variable.
If N is LT, then the random sum ∑Ni=1 Xi is LT.
4) Let L be a non-negative random variable and {Xi}i≥1
a sequence of non-negative i.i.d. random variables in-
dependent of L and satisfying P (Xi > 0) > 0. If L is
LT, so is inf{n|∑ni=1 Xi ≥ L}.
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We omit the proof of this lemma due to space limitation.
An important class of HT distributions is the class of regularly
varying distributions (see [9], Chapter 2 of [10]).
Definition 2. A df G is regularly varying with index/degree
α > 0 (denoted G ∈ RV(α)) if
G(x) = x−αχ(x)
where χ(x) is a slowly varying function, i.e., χ(x) satisfies
lim
x→∞
χ(xy)
χ(x)
= 1 ∀y > 0.
We will abuse notation and use L ∈ RV(α) to mean
the df GL of a random variable L is in RV(α). Regularly
varying distributions are a generalization of the class of Pareto
distributions, also referred to as power-law distributions or
Zipf distributions. The closer α is to 0, the ‘heavier’ the tail
df is.
Lemma 3. Consider non-negative random variables X,Y . If
X ∈ RV(α) and P (X > t) ∼ P (Y > t), then Y ∈ RV(α).
The proof follows easily from the definition.
Lemma 4. If X ∈ RV(α), then P (X > t) ∼ P (X > t + c)
for all c ∈ R.
This lemma is a consequence of the fact that regularly
varying distributions are a sub-class of the class of long-tailed
distributions; see [11].
Lemma 5. If χ(x) is slowly varying, then
lim
x→∞x
βχ(x) =
{ ∞ if β > 0
0 if β < 0 .
See Prop. 2.6 in [10] for a proof.
III. COMPLETION TIME TAIL ASYMPTOTICS
In this section, we study the tail behavior of the completion
time under a broad class of fragmentation policies. To moti-
vate our results, we first state the following theorem, which
considers the case of no fragmentation.
Theorem 6 ( [1]–[4]). Without fragmentation, i.e., xn = L
for all n, T (L) is HT as long as L has infinite support.
The proof follows from Lemma 1 in [4]. Theorem 6 implies
that without fragmentation, the completion time T (L) can be
HT even for LT file sizes, e.g., file size distributions with
an exponential or even superexponential tail df. Our results
in this section (Theorems 7–9) imply that under a broad
class of fragmentation policies, the completion time T (L) is
LT provided L is LT. Thus, with these policies, heavy-tailed
completion times can only arise from heavy-tailed file sizes.
Moreover, we show if L is HT (specifically, regularly varying),
then the tail df of T (L) is bounded above by a scaled version
of the tail df of L. This means that in the degree sense, the
completion time is only as heavy-tailed as the file size.
A. Results
We now define the three classes of fragmentation policies
studied in this section.
• Independent fragmentation: xn = min{Xn, ln}, n ≥
1, where (Xn, n ≥ 1) is a sequence of i.i.d. strictly
positive light-tailed random variables independent of L
and (An, n ≥ 1) such that P (A1 ≥ X1 + φ) > 0.
• Bounded fragmentation: xn satisfies min{b, ln} ≤
xn ≤ min{c, ln}, n ≥ 1, for some constants 0 < b ≤ c
such that P (A1 ≥ c + φ) > 0.
• Constant fragmentation: xn = min{b, ln} for some
constant b > 0 satisfying P (A1 ≥ b + φ) > 0. This is a
special case of independent fragmentation and of bounded
fragmentation.
We now state our results for each of these classes.
Theorem 7 (Independent fragmentation). Under the indepen-
dent fragmentation policy
1) If L is light-tailed, then T (L) is light-tailed.
2) If L ∈ RV(α), then P (T (L) > t)  P (L > tσ ) where
σ =
E [X1] + φ
P (X1 + φ ≤ A1)E [X1|X1 + φ ≤ A1] .
The next result says that any policy that does not choose
arbitrarily large or arbitrarily small fragment sizes produces
LT completion time provided L is LT.
Theorem 8 (Bounded fragmentation). Under the bounded
fragmentation policy
1) If L is light-tailed, then T (L) is light-tailed.
2) If L ∈ RV(α), then P (T (L) > t)  P (L > tσ ) where
σ =
c + φ
bP (A1 ≥ c + φ) .
Intuitively, if packet size is too small, the overhead can
dominate the transmission, reducing efficiency. If the packet
is too large, the failure probability can be too high. Hence it
is reasonable to choose packet sizes that are neither too small
nor too large. Theorem 8 then guarantees that any reasonable
fragmentation policy ‘lightens’ the completion time tail.
Since constant fragmentation is a special case of indepen-
dent and bounded fragmentation, Theorems 7 and 8 imply that
under constant fragmentation, T (L) is LT if L is LT. When L
is regularly varying, we have a sharper characterization of the
asymptotics: T (L) is regularly varying with the same degree.
Theorem 9 (Constant fragmentation). Under the constant
fragmentation policy
1) If L is light-tailed, then T (L) is light-tailed.
2) If L ∈ RV(α), then P (T (L) > t) ∼ P
(
L > tg(b)
)
where
g(x) =
x + φ
xP (A1 ≥ x + φ) .
Theorem 9 motivates choosing the constant fragment size
a := arg minx>0 g(x). Within the class of constant fragmen-
tation policies, this choice produces in some sense the lightest
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possible completion time tail asymptotics. We will prove in
Section IV that this policy also almost minimizes the expected
completion time; see Theorem 15.
B. Proofs of Theorems 7–9
Proofs of Theorems 7–9 rely on Lemma 10, which we state
and prove first.
Lemma 10. Let L be a random variable, and (Xn, n ≥ 1) be
a sequence of i.i.d. strictly positive LT random variables inde-
pendent of L and (An, n ≥ 1) such that P (A1 > X1 + φ) >
0. Let
Yn := Xn1(Xn + φ ≤ An),
M := inf
{
m :
m∑
n=1
Yn ≥ L
}
, (5)
T˜ (L) :=
M∑
n=1
(Xn + φ). (6)
1) If L is LT, then T˜ (L) is LT.
2) If L ∈ RV(α), then P
(
T˜ (L) > t
)
∼ P (L > t/σ)
where
σ =
E [X1] + φ
P (X1 + φ ≤ A1)E [X1|X1 + φ ≤ A1] .
The proof of this lemma for the case of regularly varying
L is based on the following theorem, proved in [12].
Theorem 11 ([12]). Let L ∈ RV(α). For t ≥ 0, let R(t) be a
non-negative, almost surely non-decreasing stochastic process
independent of L satisfying the following conditions:
1) For some γ ∈ (0, 1), limt→∞R(t)/t = γ a.s..
2) For some positive finite constant K, P (R(t)/t < K) =
o(P (L > t)).
Then P (L > R(t)) ∼ P (L > γt).
Proof of Lemma 10: We consider the cases of LT and
regularly varying L separately.
Case 1: L is LT. Under the assumptions of the lemma,
(Yn, n ≥ 1) is an i.i.d. sequence satisfying P (Y1 > 0) > 0.
Invoking Lemma 2(4), we conclude from (5) that M is LT. It
follows that T˜ (L) is LT from (6) invoking Lemma 2(3).
Case 2: L ∈ RV(α).Let N(t) := sup{n : ∑ni=1(Xi +
φ) ≤ t}, R(t) := ∑N(t)i=1 Yi. Note that P (T˜ (L) > t) =
P (R(t) < L). To complete the proof, it suffices to show that
the process R(t) satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 11
with γ = 1/σ.
Condition (1) of Theorem 11 is verified using the renewal
reward theorem.
lim
t→∞
R(t)
t
=
E [Y1]
E [X1 + φ]
=
1
σ
almost surely. Note that σ > 1 since φ > 0. To verify
Condition (2), pick K ∈ (0, 1/σ). Since K < 1/σ, we can find
η, ν > 0 such that K = ην, η < E [Y1] and ν < 1/E [X1 + φ].
Then
P (R(t) < Kt) = P
⎛
⎝N(t)∑
i=1
Yi < Kt
⎞
⎠
= P (N(t) < tν)− P
⎛
⎝N(t)∑
i=1
Yi ≥ Kt ∧N(t) < tν
⎞
⎠
+ P
⎛
⎝N(t)∑
i=1
Yi < Kt ∧N(t) ≥ tν
⎞
⎠
≤ P (N(t) < tν) + P
⎛
⎝N(t)∑
i=1
Yi < Kt ∧N(t) ≥ tν
⎞
⎠
≤ P
⎛
⎝tν∑
i=1
(Xi + φ) ≥ t
⎞
⎠+ P
⎛
⎝tν∑
i=1
Yi < Kt
⎞
⎠
≤ P
⎛
⎝tν∑
i=1
(Xi + φ) ≥ 	tν

ν
⎞
⎠+P
⎛
⎝tν∑
i=1
Yi < η tν
⎞
⎠.
Noting that 1/ν > E [X1 + φ] and η < E [Y1], and that X1, Y1
are LT, we can use the Chernoff bound to argue that there exist
positive constants C, λ such that for large enough t,
P (R(t) < Kt) ≤ Ce−λt.
Since P (L > t) = t−αχ(t) for slowly varying χ, this implies
lim
t→∞
P (R(t) < Kt)
P (L > t)
≤ lim
t→∞
Ce−λt
t−αχ(t)
= lim
t→∞
Ctα+1e−λt
tχ(t)
= 0.
The last step above uses Lemma 5. It follows that
P (R(t) < Kt) = o(P (L > t)). This completes the proof.
We are now ready to prove Theorems 7–9.
Proof of Theorem 7: Consider the completion time T˜ (L)
under the policy x˜n := Xn. Clearly T (L) ≤a.s. T˜ (L).
If L is LT, then from Lemma 10, we conclude that T˜ (L) is
LT, which implies T (L) is LT (Lemma 2(1)).
If L ∈ RV(α), then from Lemma 10, we conclude that
P
(
T˜ (L) > t
)
∼ P (L > tσ ). Since T (L) ≤a.s. T˜ (L), it
follows that P (T (L) > t)  P
(
L > tσ
)
.
Proof of Theorem 8: Define L˜ := cL/b. With file size L˜,
consider the policy x˜n = min{c, l˜n}, n ≥ 1, where l˜1 = L˜, l˜n
denotes the remaining file size just after the nth submission.
Note that this policy satisfies the conditions of Theorem 7.
Denote the completion time under this scheme by T c(L˜).
We will now argue that T (L) ≤a.s. T c(L˜). Consider a
sample path, determined by the realization of L, (An, n ≥ 1)
and the fragment sizes (xn, n ≥ 1). Noting that for any
n, if fragment submission x˜n succeeds, then submission xn
succeeds, it can be seen that ln ≤ bl˜n/c for all n ≥ 1. This
implies T (L) ≤ T c(L˜).
If L is LT, so is L˜. Theorem 7 then implies that T c(L˜) is
LT, which implies T (L) is LT (Lemma 2(1)).
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If L ∈ RV(α), it is easy to see that L˜ ∈ RV(α). Theorem
7 implies that
P
(
T c(L˜) > t
)
 P
(
L˜ >
tcP (A1 ≥ c + φ)
c + φ
)
= P
(
L >
tbP (A1 ≥ c + φ)
c + φ
)
= P
(
L >
t
σ
)
.
Since T (L) ≤a.s. T c(L˜), we conclude that P (T (L) > t) 
P
(
L > tσ
)
.
Proof of Theorem 9:
Since constant fragmentation is a special case of indepen-
dent and bounded fragmentation, the proof for the case of LT
L follows directly from Theorems 7 or 8.
Assume then that L ∈ RV(α). We will invoke Lemma 10
with Xn := b, n ≥ 1. Define
Lˆ := b
⌊
L
b
⌋
, L˜ := b
⌈
L
b
⌉
.
It is easy to see that
T˜ (Lˆ) ≤a.s. T (L) ≤a.s. T˜ (L˜).
We will now argue that Lˆ, L˜ ∈ RV(α). Clearly,
max{L− b, 0} ≤a.s. Lˆ ≤a.s. L ≤a.s. L˜ ≤a.s. L + b.
Using Lemma 4, we see that P (max{L− b, 0} > t) ∼
P (L + b > t). This implies, using Lemma 1, that
P
(
Lˆ > t
)
∼ P (L > t) ∼ P
(
L˜ > t
)
,
which in turn implies Lˆ, L˜ ∈ RV(α) (see Lemma 3). By
Lemma 10, we see that
P
(
T˜ (Lˆ) > t
)
∼ P
(
T˜ (L˜) > t
)
∼ P
(
L >
t
g(b)
)
.
This implies P (T (L) > t) ∼ P
(
L > tg(b)
)
by Lemma 1.
IV. OPTIMAL FRAGMENTATION
In the previous section, we studied the tail asymptotics of
the completion time; in this section, we turn our attention to
its mean. Specifically, under the assumption that F has a non-
decreasing failure rate, we derive the fragmentation policy that
minimizes the expected completion time. We show that this
policy divides the file into equal sized fragments, whose size
depends on the file size. We also present a fragmentation pol-
icy that is blind to the file size, but is asymptotically optimal.
We show that under both these policies, the completion time
is LT so long as L is LT. If L is regularly varying, then the
completion time is regularly varying with the same index.
Consider
min
x
E [T x(L)] := min
x
(
lim
N→∞
E
[
N∑
n=1
τn | l1 = L
])
(7)
An optimal policy is one that achieves the minimum of (7). We
will restrict ourselves to the class of stationary Markov policies
where the decision at time n depends only on the state ln and
not on the time n nor on past states. Since any optimal policy
will never choose fragment sizes xn with P (A1 ≥ xn +φ) =
0, we will assume without loss of generality that P (A1 ≥
xn + φ) > 0 for the class of policies that we consider. Our
discussion in this section (except in IV-C, which deals with
completion time tail asymptotics) will be for some generic
realization of the initial file size L > 0.
A. Optimal policy
A stationary Markov policy is a function x(l) of the
remaining file size l with the following interpretation. Given
l, a packet of size x(l) + φ is formed. If the packet is
successfully transmitted, the remaining file size will be l−x(l).
If the transmission fails, the file size remains unchanged and
therefore the next fragment remains x(l), until the packet is
successfully transmitted. Recall that F is the df of Ai. The
expected time it takes to successfully transmit a fragment is
(x(l) + φ)/F (x(l) + φ), the cost per trial multiplied by the
expectation of the number of trials, which is geometrically
distributed with parameter F (x(l) + φ). This implies that if
we let J(l) := E [T (l)] denote the expected completion time
when the file size is l under a generic Markov policy x(l),
then
J(l) = J(l − x(l)) + x(l) + φ
F (x(l) + φ)
.
Given any Markov policy x(l), consider the sequence of
fragments x1, x2, . . . , generated from an initial file size L,
defined recursively as:
x1 := x(L); xi+1 := x(L− xi), i ≥ 1
such that
∑
k xk = L. Define the expected time to successfully
transmit a segment of size x as
h(x) =
x + φ
F (x + φ)
. (8)
The expected completion time is thus
J(L) =
∑
k
h(xk).
Since h(x) ≥ h(0) > φ > 0 for all x ≥ 0, an optimal policy
must only have finitely many terms in J(L). Let J∗(L) denote
the (minimum) expected completion time under an optimal
policy x∗.
Consider the following optimization problem:
H∗ := min
K
min
y1,...,yK
K∑
k=1
h(yk) (9a)
subject to
K∑
k=1
yk = L (9b)
yk > 0, k = 1, . . . ,K (9c)
K = 1, 2, . . . . (9d)
We now argue that, given L > 0, the sequence of fragment
sizes x∗ := (x∗1, x∗2, . . . , x∗K∗) generated by a Markov policy
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x∗(l) minimizes the expected completion time E [T (L)] if and
only if (K∗, x∗) is a minimizer of (9a)–(9d). We can thus
focus on solving (9a)–(9d). Indeed, we will show that under
Assumption A1, (9a)–(9d) has a unique solution with x∗i = x∗
for all i, implying that the optimal policy divides the file into
equal sized fragments. 1
Now, any finite sequence (x1, x2, . . . , xK) with
∑
k xk =
L, xk > 0 is a feasible solution of (9a)–(9d). Hence, H∗ ≤
J∗(L). Conversely, given any minimizer (K∗, y∗) of (9a)–
(9d), we will exhibit a Markov policy x(l) that generates the
sequence of fragment sizes that coincide with the given y∗ =
(y∗1 , . . . , y
∗
K∗). This implies the minimum expected completion
time satisfies J∗(L) ≤ H∗. Hence, J∗(L) = H∗.
Parametrize the optimization problem (9a)–(9d) by the file
size in (9b), and write any minimizer as (K∗(l), y∗(l)) when
the file size is l. Consider the Markov policy x(l) that solves
(9a)–(9d) with file size l and selects the segment size x(l) =
y∗1(l), i.e., the policy uses the first element of the solution
y∗(l) as the segment size when the remaining file size is l. The
next segment size under policy x(l) therefore comes from the
solution of (9a)–(9d) with file size l−x(l)), i.e., x(l−x(l)) =
y∗1(l− y∗1(l)). But y∗1(l− y∗1(l)) must be (equal to) the second
element in the original solution, i.e., y∗1(l − y∗1(l)) = y∗2(l),
for otherwise, y∗(l) could not have been a minimizer. This
implies by induction that the Markov policy x(l) generates
the sequence of fragment sizes from L that coincides with
(K∗, y∗).
The main result of this section is the following theorem that
says that the optimal policy creates equal sized fragments. The
optimal fragment size depends on the file size.
g(x) =
x + φ
xF (x + φ)
(10)
and
a = arg min
x
g(x), x ∈ R+ (11)
Note that g(x) = h(x)/x where h(x) is the expected cost
(time) to successfully transmit a segment of size x defined
in (8). Hence we can interpret g(x) as the per-bit cost for a
fragment of size x, and a as the fragment size that minimizes
the per-bit cost. It will become clear below that the optimal
fragment size x∗ is close to a and the minimum cost J∗(L)
is close to Lg(a), under the following assumption:
A1: The density function F ′ =: f exists. Moreover, the
failure rate λ(x) := f(x)/F (x) is continuous and non-
decreasing.2
Theorem 12 (Optimal fragmentation). Under assumption A1,
for any L > 0, minimizers (K∗, x∗) of (9) is given by:
1) K∗ equals 	L/a
 or L/a whichever produces a
smaller value of g(L/K∗).
2) x∗k = L/K∗ for k = 1, . . . ,K∗.
1We abuse notation and use x to denote a fragmentation policy, a vector of
fragment sizes, or a scalar representing a constant fragment size, depending
on the context; x∗ denotes these quantities under an optimal policy.
2If f(x) = F (x) = 0, define λ(x) =∞.
Therefore, the optimal policy divides the file into K∗ frag-
ments of equal size. Each fragment is (re)submitted to the
channel until the transmission is successful.
Proof of Theorem 12: We will first prove that, given
any K, the minimizer x∗ of the inner minimization exists,
is unique, and x∗k = L/K for all k. We then prove that the
optimal K∗ is as stated in the theorem.
Given any integer K > 0, by (8), the KKT condition [13]
for the inner optimization problem in (9a) implies that the
optimum x∗ = (x∗1, . . . , x∗K) satisfies, for all k = 1, . . . ,K,
dh(yk)
dyk
=
1
F (yk + φ)
+ (yk + φ)
f(yk + φ)(
F (yk + φ)
)2 = λ (12)
By assumption A1, λ(x) = f(x)/F (x) is non-decreasing.
Moreover 1/F (x) is non-decreasing, and x/F (x) is strictly
increasing. Therefore h′(x) is strictly increasing, which is
equivalent to h(x) being strictly convex. Thus the inner mini-
mization problem is strictly convex and the KKT condition is
also sufficient. A unique solution x∗ = (x∗1, . . . , x∗K) exists.
Moreover, since all x∗k are uniquely determined by (12), they
are the same and hence x∗k = L/K for all k.
This reduces the minimization (9) to:
min
K
K
L/K + φ
F (L/K + φ)
= L
L/K + φ
L/KF (L/K + φ)
Since L is constant, this is equivalent to solving
x∗ = arg min
x
g(x), x =
{
L,
L
2
,
L
3
, . . .
}
(13)
where g is defined in (10). The derivative of g(x) is
dg(x)
dx
=
(x2 + φx)f(x + φ)− φF (x + φ)(
xF (x + φ)
)2
Since λ(x) = f(x)/F (x) is continuous by assumption, and
since limx→0 g(x) = ∞ and limx→∞ g(x) = ∞, an optimal
x∗ ∈ {L,L/2, L/3, . . . } and hence optimal K∗ exists. More-
over, any unconstrained minimum a of g(x) must also be an
extremum. Thus, setting g′(x) = 0 yields
ξ(x) :=
f(x + φ)
F (x + φ)
· x(x + φ)
φ
= 1
Since f(x + φ)/F (x + φ) is non-decreasing, x(x + φ)/φ is
strictly increasing, ξ(0) = 0, limx→∞ ξ(x) = ∞, and f(x)
is continuous, it follows that the equation ξ(x) = 1 will have
a unique solution, which is the unique minimizer a of g(x)
defined in (11). Moreover, it implies that g(x) is unimodal.
This means that x∗ equal to 	L/a
 or L/a, whichever
produces a smaller g(x) value.
Note that since g(0) = ∞, the theorem implies that K∗ =
1 if L ≤ a. [14] provides a useful sufficient condition for
Assumption A1: if f is log-concave, so is F . Since F is log-
concave if and only if its failure rate is non-decreasing, a
log-concave f satisfies A1. This is useful when F is hard
to determine, e.g., for the Gaussian distribution.
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The result of Theorem 12 applies to two failure models
described in [7][pp. 131] - a model for satellite communication
wherein Ai is exponentially distributed and a model for terres-
trial communication, wherein Ai has a uniform distribution.
We now show that, when L is large, the unique optimal
fragment size x∗ is close to a; indeed, x∗ approaches a as L
increases.
Theorem 13. Suppose L > a. Under assumption A1, the
optimal fragment size x∗(L) satisfies:
1) a/2 < x∗(L) ≤ 2a.
2) a/(1 + a/L) < x∗(L) ≤ a/(1− a/L).
Proof: We know that for some integer K:
L
K + 1
≤ a < L
K
(14)
and
x∗ =
L
K
or x∗ =
L
K + 1
In the first case, x∗K/(K + 1) ≤ a < x∗ implying x∗/2 ≤
a < x∗, i.e., a < x∗ ≤ 2a. In the second case, x∗ ≤ a <
x∗(K + 1)/K ≤ 2x∗ implying a/2 < x∗ ≤ a. Combining
yields a/2 < x∗ ≤ 2a.
From (14) we get
L
a
− 1 ≤ K < L
a
implying
a <
L
K
≤ a
1− a/L and
a
1 + a/L
<
L
K + 1
≤ a
Hence
a
1 + a/L
< x∗ ≤ a
1− a/L
This admits the following useful corollary.
Corollary 14.
lim
L→∞
x∗(L) = a.
B. Simple blind policy x(l) = min{a, l}
The optimal fragmentation policy in Theorem 12 depends
on the file size L. Consider the L-independent blind policy
x(l) = min{a, l} where the fragment size a, given by (11), is
always used until the remaining file size drops below a when
it is transmitted in a single packet. We will abuse notation
and use a to denote both this blind policy and the fragment
size under this policy. Let Ja(L) denote the expected file
completion time under policy a when the file size is L. Recall
that J∗(L) denotes the minimum expected completion time.
From Corollary 14, we know that policy a is asymptotically
optimal, i.e., x∗(L) → a. Hence we would expect Ja(L) and
J∗(L) to be close for large L. The following result bounds
their distance by an L-independent constant for any L.
Theorem 15. Under Assumption A1, for any L > 0,
0 ≤ J∗(L)− Lg∗ ≤ h(a)
Ja(L)− J∗(L) ≤ h(a)
where h(x) is defined in (8) and g∗ := g(a) is defined by (10)
and (11).
Proof: If L = ka for some integer k, the proof of
Theorem 12 shows that the policy a is optimal, in which case
Ja(L) = J∗(L). Suppose then that ka < L < (k + 1)a for
some integer k. Clearly, Ja(L) = kh(a) + h(L − ka). Since
h is monotone, we have
kh(a) ≤ Ja(L) ≤ (k + 1)h(a) (15)
Since J∗(L) is monotone in L, we have
kh(a) = J∗(ka) ≤ J∗(L) ≤ J∗((k + 1)a) = (k + 1)h(a)
(16)
Combining (15) and (16), we get that Ja(L)−J∗(L) ≤ h(a).
This proves the sub-optimality bound. Moreover, (16) also
implies Lg∗ ≤ J∗(L) ≤ Lg∗ + h(a), as desired.
We make the following remarks:
1) Under both the optimal policy x∗ and the blind policy a,
the expected completion time grows (roughly) linearly in
the file size, the approximating proportionality constant
being the minimum per-bit cost g(a).
2) The sub-optimality in expected completion time under
the blind policy a is bounded by a constant independent
of the file size.
C. Tail asymptotics under policies x∗ and a
Denote by T ∗(L) and T a(L) respectively the completion
times under the policies x∗ and a.
Theorem 16. 1) If L is light-tailed, then T ∗(L) and
T a(L) are light-tailed.
2) If L ∈ RV(α), then
P (T ∗(L) > t) ∼ P (T a(L) > t) ∼ P
(
L >
t
g(a)
)
Since the blind policy a belongs to the class of constant
fragmentation policies (see Section III), the tail asymptotics
of T a(L) stated in the theorem follows from Theorem 9.
Theorem 13 implies that the optimal policy x∗ is a bounded
fragmentation policy (see Section III). It follows then from
Theorem 8 that T ∗(L) is LT if L is LT. However, the
exact tail asymptotics of T ∗(L) when L ∈ RV(α) claimed
above requires a separate proof, which we omit due to space
limitation.
V. ROBUSTNESS TO FAILURE PROCESS
Although the blind policy of Section IV-B does not require
knowledge of the file size L, it assumes knowledge of the
statistics of the failure process (An, n ≥ 1). In this section, we
derive bounds on the penalty for applying either the optimal
policy x∗ or blind policy a of Section IV designed for a failure
distribution Fˆ , when the actual distribution is F . Variables
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with a hat will be used to denote quantities defined with respect
to Fˆ , e.g., aˆ and xˆ∗ are the the blind and optimal policy,
respectively, for the design distribution Fˆ , while a and x∗ are
those for the true distribution F . Further, let g∗ := g(a) =
minx g(x) where g is defined in (10).
We will compare the expected cost J aˆ(L) under F of the
blind policy aˆ designed for Fˆ , and the expected cost J xˆ∗(L)
under F of the policy xˆ∗ optimal for Fˆ , with the true minimum
cost J∗(L). The following result specifies the cost increment
in terms of the per-bit cost function g defined in (10).
Theorem 17. Under assumption A1
lim
L→∞
J aˆ(L)− J∗(L)
L
= g(aˆ)− g∗
lim
L→∞
J xˆ
∗
(L)− J∗(L)
L
= g(aˆ)− g∗
Proof: To establish the first limit, note that for any
constant fragment size x,
Jx(L) =
⌊
L
x
⌋
xg(x) + x′g(x′),
where x′ = L−	L/x
x ∈ [0, x). Since x′g(x′) = h(x′), and
h(·) is non-decreasing, this implies
|Jx(L)− Lg(x)| < h(x) (17)
We also have Lg∗ ≤ J∗(L) ≤ Lg∗ + h(a) from Theorem 15.
Setting x = aˆ in (17) then gives
J aˆ(L)− J∗(L) = L (g(aˆ)− g∗) + α(L)h(max(a, aˆ))
for some α : R+ → (−1, 1). Dividing the inequality by L and
taking the limit as L →∞ gives the result.
The second inequality follows by setting x = xˆ∗ in (17)
and following the same argument, noting that xˆ∗ → aˆ and g
is continuous.
We make two remarks. First, without modeling error, Fˆ =
F , Theorem 15 implies that the per-bit cost penalty approaches
zero as L increases. With modeling error, this penalty ap-
proaches g(aˆ)− g∗ which has the intuitive interpretation that
the per-bit cost over the entire file approaches the per-bit cost
over a packet. Second, an immediate corollary of Theorem 17
is that the overall per-bit costs of policies aˆ and xˆ∗ are
asymptotically the same, i.e.
lim
L→∞
J aˆ − J xˆ∗
L
= 0 (18)
which is also intuitive given xˆ∗ → aˆ.
The limit g(aˆ)− g∗ in Theorem 17 implies a bound on the
per-bit cost penalty in terms of the error bound between the
design distribution Fˆ and the true distribution F . Specifically,
suppose the tail distributions satisfy
1− F (x) = (1− Fˆ (x))(1 + Δ(x)) (19a)
where
−Δmin ≤ Δ(x) ≤ Δmax (19b)
for some Δmin and Δmax. In that case, the cost penalty can
be quantified in terms of the known quantities gˆ∗ := gˆ(aˆ) =
minx gˆ(x), Δmin and Δmax.
Theorem 18. Under assumption A1
lim
L→∞
J aˆ(L)− J∗(L)
L
≤ Δmax + Δmin
(1 + Δmax)(1−Δmin) gˆ
∗
Proof: By Theorem 17, it suffices to show that the right
hand side is at least g(aˆ)− g∗. By insertion of equation (19)
into equation (10) we see that
gˆ(x)
1 + Δmax
≤ g(x) ≤ gˆ(x)
1−Δmin (20)
Since equation (20) holds for a, we get
gˆ∗
1 + Δmax
≤ gˆ(a)
1 + Δmax
≤ g∗ (21)
and for aˆ, from which we get
g(aˆ) ≤ gˆ
∗
1−Δmin (22)
Combining inequalities (21) and (22), we get
g(aˆ)− g∗ ≤ gˆ
∗
1−Δmin −
gˆ∗
1 + Δmax
=
Δmax + Δmin
(1 + Δmax)(1−Δmin) gˆ
∗
as required.
Corollary 19. If Δmin = Δmax, under assumption A1,
lim
L→∞
J aˆ(L)− J∗(L)
L
≤ 2Δmax
1− (Δmax)2 gˆ
∗
VI. RELATED WORK
Optimal file fragmentation that maximizes throughput is
considered in the early work of [7][pp. 131] which, using
a specific failure model and assuming equal-sized packets,
derives an expression for optimal fragment size. This result
can be considered as a special case of ours on optimal
fragmentation.
Besides the recent work mentioned in Section I, a different
application that is mathematically related to our problem
is checkpointing. In a checkpointing problem, a failure can
occur during the execution of a program (job) and when that
happens, recovery is initiated after which the program must
be restarted. Checkpoints can be inserted so that program
execution can be restarted from the last checkpoint before
the failure instead of from the beginning. There is a sizeable
literature on checkpointing; see [15] for an early survey and
also references in, e.g., [16]. The model that is closest to ours
is that (Model 1) in [17] where the authors study optimal
checkpointing to minimize expected completion time and
derive the Laplace transform of the completion time. They
show that, when the inter-failure times are exponential or
uniform, equally spaced checkpoints are optimal and provide
an expression for the optimal size of program fragments
between checkpoints. We prove the same result in Section
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IV-A that fragmentation of the file into equal-sized fragments
minimizes expected completion time as long as the failure rate
is nondecreasing (both exponential and uniform distributions
satisfy this condition). Even though a Laplace transform of
the completion time can be used to deduce tail behavior,
we provide a simpler characterization of the tail behavior of
completion time through direct analysis on its distribution.
A similar model to [17] is considered in [18] which focuses
on online checkpointing algorithms that dynamically estimate
checkpointing and recovery costs and place a checkpoint either
when the cost is small or when a long time has elapsed since
the last checkpoint. The paper shows that the performance
of this strategy is close to the optimal offline algorithm that
knows all costs in advance. Equally spaced checkpointing has
also been analyzed in various other models. For instance,
[19] derives an expression for the optimal size of checkpoint
intervals when inter-failure times are exponential, and shows
that the expected completion time is exponential to the job
size L without checkpointing and (roughly) linear in L with
checkpointing. In [16], the authors consider a program of
infinite length and derive the optimal checkpointing frequency
that minimizes the expected cost of setting up checkpoints
and the work that is wasted when a failure occurs. They
formulate the optimization as a variational problem and use the
Euler-Lagrange equation to show that the optimal frequency is
(roughly) proportional to the square root of the failure rate. In
the special case when the inter-failure times are exponential,
equally spaced checkpoints are optimal. In [20] the authors
formulate the problem of minimizing expected completion
time as a continuous-state continuous-time dynamic program,
and show how it can be numerically solved by discretizing
state and time and applying value or policy iteration methods
for finite-state problems. In [21] the authors consider an
infinite-program model where the system goes from the normal
state into the repair state or the checkpointing state according
to independent Poisson processes. The main result is the
derivation of the Laplace transform of the completion time
distribution and its first two moments. Even though the models
in the checkpointing literature are slightly different, some of
the insights and techniques are applicable to the models here
and that in [1]–[4]. See [8] for a set of results parallel to those
reported in this paper for a job fragmentation model that is
closer to the models described in this section.
VII. CONCLUSION
It has been discovered that file completion time on an
unreliable channel can be heavy-tailed even when file size
distribution is not. To mitigate, we show that independent or
bounded file fragmentation guarantees light-tailed file com-
pletion time as long as the file size is light-tailed. When
the file size is heavy-tailed (specifically, regularly varying),
the completion time is as heavy-tailed as the file size (in
the degree sense). Finally, seeking to minimize the expected
completion time, we derive the optimal fragmentation policy
as well as a simple suboptimal blind fragmentation policy. We
also characterize the robustness of these policies to error in
modeling the failure process.
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